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DUring the last century, much research has been done conceming the affinity 

of the Korean language and severa1 hypotheses have been proposed. Besides 
affinity with the Altaic languages, affınity with Japanese, Pa1eo-Asiatic, Dra

vidian, and even the Indo-Europian languages have been proposed. Howev

er, the Altaic origin of Korean is corroborated better than any other theory or 

hypothesis established so far. The outspoken supporters of the Korean-Altaic 

theory are G. Ramstedt, P. Aa1to, K. Menges, Baskakovand R. A. Miller. 
Most scholars degree supporting the Altaic theory don 't believe that there is 
the of relation between the Altaic languages. Proposing the Chuvash-Turkic

Mongolian-Manchu-Tungus unit, N. Poppe maintained that Korean has a 

more distant relation to the Altaic unit. Ramstedt, the founder of Altaic theory, 
however, had proposed the theory in his artiele "Über die Stellung des Korea

nische" that of A1taic languages, Korean, along with being elosely related to 
Tungus, also has the same relation to Turkic. As for the author of these lines, 

there are many considerable cognates between Korean and Turkic from both 

the phonological and morphologica! point of view. 1 

On the other hand, besides the cognates not a few Turkic loan-words are 

found in Korean. in Korean there are two kinds of Turkic loan-words; Turkic 

loan-words İn the earlier period of Korean and Turkic loan-words in Middle 

Korean in the middle of the 13th century. The latter were borrowed into Ko-

1 Between Korean and Turkic about 180 common glossaries and 90 common morphological 
elements are found. More than 90 % of these common elements have their own "third 
witnesses(troisieme temoin)", that are Mongolian or Manchu-Tungus, being three- or 
four-way correspondences. han-woo Choi, Korece ile Türkçenin Kar§ılaştırmalı Morfoloji
si (Comparative Morphology of Turkic and Korean). Unpublished DissertatİonAnkara 

1989. 
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rean through MongoHan during 60 years MongoHan rule of Korea. 

Putting Turkie loan-words in Middle Korean aside, i would like to deal 

with Turkk loan-words in the earHer period of Korean inthis paper. These 

Turkie loan-words probably belong to Proto or Ancient Turkie. Following are 

Turkie loan-words in Korea in the Proto or Ancient period: 
1. Ko. ori 'duek': in modem Korean, there is the word ori nıeaning duek, 

which was probably borrowed from Turkie. The form orh or orhi appears in 
Middle Korean. in the form orh, /hı is an additional phoneme which is added 
to certain noun words in Middle Korean. In the latter form orhi, the suffix -i 
is a denominal noun suffix which is very common in Korean. On the other 
hand, this word appears in the Turkic languages. While in the Yakut lan

guage, there is the word in the form of or meaning 'duek', Andent Uygur has 

the form ördek with the same meaning (Ligeti 1966: 190). As for the word 

ördek, elauson (1972: 205) supposed that the word derived from the verb ör

'rise up' with adeverbal noun suffix -dek. in Turkic, however, we can not 
find the suffix -dek., In my opinion, the word ördek is a compound of two 
different words being hendiadion Le. ör and dek. While the word ör is of 
Turkie, dek is probably of unknown origin. 

2. Ko. turumi 'crane': turumi is probably a Turkic loan-word in Andent 
Korean. In Orkhon Turkic there is turunya 'crane'. Kashgarli Mahmud con
tains the word in the form of tunıa. Of later Middle Turkk languages, Kyp

ehak, Kuman and Osman Turkk have the same word, turna. in many modem 

Turkie languages, the word oeeUfS; Azeri and Türkmen durna, Özbek turna, 

Tuva durya and Yakut turuya, ete. From Yakut, the word passed to Evenki 
turuya. In Japanese the word appears in the form of turu, the last syllable be

ing dropped. it is interesting that the similiar form to the J apanese is found in 

Urallanguages, Wotyak turi, Ostyak ta:ra, ete. The word was borrowed from 
Oguz Turkie to Iranian and Kurdish in the form of durna. 

5. Ko. Kakkan ~a tit1e': in Silla2 the tit1e kakkan ( fIJ -=f ACh. kdk-kan) 
occurs designating a ruler of the tribal confederacy.3 In Kokurye which is also 

2 Silla kingdam was an ancient Korean state and was located İn the south-eastern parts of 
Korea. 

3 Kim Yu-Sin, a hero of Silla, who played a main role to unify Korean states İn t.he penin
suliar and established the Unified Silla Kingdam, was entitled with "* -}::. fi3 -+ 'The 
Greatest Kagan' . 
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one of the Ancient Korean states located in the northern parts of Korea, the 
word kakan ( iiJ if ACh. k' a-ran) appears in the phrase B ~.:r ]J 
if ~ jfı$ , designating a god's name. However, the word originaiıy nıight 

mean ruler or emperor. On the other hand, in the Orkhon Inscriptions the title 

qayan 'ruler, emperor' occurs many times. Both kakkan ( ~ f ) and kakan 
( iiJ if ) occurring in the ancient Korean might have been borrowed from 

Prota or Andent Turkic. 
The etymology of the Turkic word qaran is still unknown. However, it is 

obvious that the word is a compound of qa and qan. The latter one qan, oc
curs in the Orkhon Inscriptions not a few times designating king or ruler. In 
Silla, besides the word -=f (qan) being used alone as a tide, the word ap

pears in other titles, İ.e. ~"5L -+ maripkan, 15 ~ -=f k<Js<Jkan, 1~ T' 
okkan, ~ -+ surkan, etc. 

As for the tide qa which we cannot fınd in other Altaic languages, it is at

tested in the titles of Puye state: .~ 1JO maka 'horse ruler', ~ı 110 eeka 
'fig mler', :·~hn uka 'bull ruler' and ~fiJ l]U kuka 'wolfruler'. in these 

. Puye titles, the word ka means 'ruler, governor'. The tide qa also occurs in 

two titles of Kokurye, . tl tMt 110 kocuka 'the leader of royal family, prince' 

and fE} 110 saI)ka' a mler' . 
in the Altaic languages, while the tides qa and qan designated le ader of a 

tribe or governor, qayan designated the ruler oftribal confederacy or emper
or. Actually, ifwe transIate qayan literally, it means 'king ofkings'. 

The word qaran occurs in Tabghach or T'opa language which is consid

ered as Proto-Turkic in the form of 1ij ff, designating the ruler ofT'opa. 

The Proto or Ancient Turkic word qaran was borrowed into nıany other 

languages. In the middle Persian document Mahmamag, the form xgran is at
tested. Besides Persian, in many other non-Altaic languages the word was 

borrowed, İncluding Tibet, UraHc, and European languages. (See Doerfer IV: 
1161). 

6. Ko. eoe 'an adult's penis': Though in historical documents of Korean it 
is not attested because of its paticuliar meaning, the word eoe probably have 
being existed from Ancient Korean so far. The Uzbek language has eoeaq 
meaning 'a boy's penis'. The word eoeaq consists of the stern eoe and -aq 
which is a dimİnutive suffix, e.g. Uyg. yulaq 'a small brook, a small spring' 

< yul 'brook, spring', MK könak 'a container made of leather « "a small 

leather object)' < kön 'a tamied leather', etc. On the other hand, in Korean 
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there is the word cad nıeaning 'the penis'. This word ıuight be derived froıu 
coc with the suffıx -i whieh is a very produetive denonlinal suffıx. 

7. Ko. bora 'snowstrom': In Korean this word is used only with nun 
nıeaning 'snow' in the form of nunbora • snowstornı '. This word oeeurs in 
the Orkhon Inscriptions in the fornı of bor 'snowstorm, rainston11'. Chagatay 

has the fornı borayan which was borrowed from MongoHan. This word alsa 

occurs in nıodern Turkie languages; Trkm. bo:ra:n 'snowstorm', Kzk. boran 
id., Tuv. bora:n id., Tat. buran, ete. However, these are all borrowed fronı 
Mongolian. Interestingly, Anatolian Turkish has the fornı bora nıeaning 
'stornı'. The Turkish form is a result of paragoge. On the other hand, besides 
boran Kazak has the verb bora- 'to stornı'. This form eonfımıs that the proto 
form of the word is * bor. in Turkie, the suffix -a is a denonıinal verb suffıx. 

Among Altaie languages, WrittenMongolian has the eognate of the word 
in the form of boroyan meaning 'stornı'. In Evenki the fonn burkan nıeaning 
'snowstotm' is attested. 

7. Ko. cokha 'nephew': As far as i know, there are no traees of this word 

in either MongoHan or Manehu-Tuugus. However, it is attested İn the Orkhon 

Inseriptions in the fornı of Ci'qan meaning 'nephew, son of one's aunt'. 
8. Ko. 10I]a 'strong; string': This word oeeurs only in the phrase 10I] a cur 

meaning 'a thick and strong eord or string' (eur 'string, cord'). The word 
toI]a is very eommon in Old and Middle Turkie. In the 12th century, Kashgar
li Mahmud stated in his dietionary that the word originally meant 'tiger'. 
Maintaining that Kashgarli 's statement is not yet eonfirnıed by any other re
searcher, Clauson (1972: 515) suggests 'hero, outstanding warrior' or the 

like for the meaning. Ibnü Mühenna gives 'strong, hard' as opposed to 

'weak' in his dietionary. On the other hand, this word appears in Chinese 

sourees as a tit1e name of Turkie tribe, eonsisting of two Chinese eharaeters; 

roJ1~· (ACh. d' ung-nga, Sino-Ko. 10I]a). Evenki has the word in the fomı of 
fuı)a meaning 'bandage, string'. 

10. Ko. tor 'hero, duck': In an aneient souree, the tide *tor appears, in the 

name sob;Jrtori ( ~ ~J<. i~ *IJ ) who was aleader of an meient Korean vil
lage Koha ( "21!j: ) of Silla. In anather aneient Korean source, this name is 

4 Most scholars read the Turkic word bayatar with the last vowel be ing /u/, not /0/. Actu
ally it is very diffieult to determine the exact qualities of Proto-Turkic labial vowels in 
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written as ~ ix ~ in Chinese. In the souree the word tari « *tor) was 

translated by the Chinese word Kung ~ meaning' prince, duek'. 
The word tar is attested in the Aneient Turkie tit1e bayatar meaning 'hero'. 

As for the word bayator,4 we fınd the word in a Runie manuseript from Miran 
and Tunhuang in Eastenı Turkestan.5 i think that this word consists of two 

words: baya and tar. The word baya is probably the sanıe word as baqa 

'frog, toad,.6 In Turkie, the phonetie change of /q/ and /y/ is very eomI11on be

tween vowels, e.g. Uyg., MK buqa 'bulI', Chag. buya id., Kum. boya id. 

Aetua1ly, the word baqa in Uygur is attested in the fomı of baya in both Kyp

ehak and Osnıan. Here we can deduee that the word bayatar might nıean 

'prinee of toads or frogs' or the like, designating a hero metaphoriea11 y. 

it is not surprising that baya in the word bayatar is the same as the word 
baqa nıeaning 'toad or frog'. As is well known, in the ancient period, Hyung
nu and Turkie peoples took theİr tit1es from animals' names, e.g. baqa tarqan 
'mler of frogs', boqa qayan 'king of bulls', böri qayan 'king of wolfs', 

sonkor tigin 'prince of hawks', ete. This tradition seems to have something to 

do with their totemism. We can ilnd this kind of exanıple in our own aneient 

state Puye. in the Puye state, the ruling organization of the state was based on 

the four-governors system under the reign of ruler-king. We call the system 

SachuZto im ili il! meaning 'four out-way'. The four govemors' tides 
took af ter aniınal names, i.e. horse, bull, pig and wolf. it is very interesting 

that, although the anima! toad never seems to be a symbol orhero or warrior, 
we Koreans alsa have the temı 'Tukkabi Chang' kım ( ~~. )' meaning 
'warrior or hero of toads' literaııy. This temı must be a Korean translation of 

many cases. Howevcr. İn this case, we can determine the vowel from the Chinese tranlit

eration of the wordı~ *IYtori). See the article, Choi Han-Woo, "On the determination of 

labial vowels of Ancicnl Turkic", Central Asiatic Journal, Vol. 35: 1-2, pp. 41-53. 

5 The word bayator occurs in an Uygur text in the two forms; Uyg. (USp 22: 18) bayator 
and Uyg. (ThS IV: 12) bator. Kuman has the form bayatur meaning 'brave man'. On the 

other hand, this Turkic word was borrowed into Mongolian; Mo. bayaıur 'hero, warrior', 

MMo. ba' alur id. In Middle Korean, there is pator 'hero, warrior' which was borrowed 

from Mongolian in the 13th century. The word bator « *bayator) in Mongol continues 
in the name of capital city of the Mongo! Republic, Ulan Bator. 

6 On the other hand, the word baqa is not of Turkic origin, but of Chinese origin; com
pounded of ACh. ma rijit] > M. ma, C. ma 'frog', Sino-lap. ba id. (Giles 7590), Sino
Ko. ma id., and ACh. ra ı ~~~.I > M. ha', C. ha 'frog, toad', Sino-Jap. ka id. (Giles 
4199), Sino-Ko. ha id. cf. Mo. baxa 'frog, toad'. 
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the Turkk term bayator 'hero of toads' . 
on the other hand, the word tor which is not attested except in the word 

bayator in Turkic, continue s in Korean in the form of tari « *tor + denominal 
suffix -i) meaning 'a brave boy' or the like. 

11. Ko. wiJri 'a dog like wolf': In the southem parts of Korea, people call 
a big and wild dog !ike wolf wiJri. This word occurs in the Orkhon Inscrip

tions, which is the oldest Turkic inscriptions, in the form of böri meaning 

'wolf in the sentence böri teg ermis "(the kagan) was like a wolf' (KT E 12, 

BK E 11). The word also was used in the proper name Er Böri 'nıale wolf', 

as well as in the tide Böri Kayan 'the king ofWolfs' in Andent Turkk. The 
. word böri is attested in most of the historical languages of Turkk, Le. Uygur, 

Karahan, Chagatay, etc. in the form of böri or börü. The word whkh, as far 
as i know, never occurs in both Mongolian and Manchu-Tungus, was bor
rowed into non-Altaic languages, Le. Yenisey Ostyak börü and Russian 
birük, etc. (Doerfer II 784). 
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